
JOB DESCRIPTION |  Copywriter

The Copywriter is the brand steward and category champion, responsible for having a
deep understanding of the brand, its benefits, and competitive differentiation. Working
as a part of the creative team, the copywriter will own all day-to-day copywriting
responsibilities for assigned brands. The ideal candidate will have the skills and
experience to think strategically, but also contribute creative ideas and concepts.

WHAT WILL YOU DO?

● Responsible for writing headlines and body copy for various types of digital
tactics, including websites, interactive visual aids, videos, banners, landing
pages, and emails

● Contribute creative thinking for campaigns and initiatives that pronounce the
creative strategy and brand personality

● Prepare materials for client copy approval submissions
● Interface with Account teams and Producers to gain input and keep jobs on

schedule
● Collaborate with art directors, designers, and developers from job initiation to

campaign launch
● Ability to independently manage multiple projects, sometimes for different

brands/industries
● Potential for managing more junior members of the copy team
● Clearly and confidently present work to internal members of the team, including

creative leads, account team members, and partners
● Participate in client presentations (when appropriate), verbalizing the thoughts

behind the idea while tying it back to the communication objective
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WHAT SHOULD YOU HAVE?

● 3-5 years of experience in a similar role at an agency is preferred
● Great organizational and interpersonal skills and have a passion for writing
● A passion for creativity
● A desire for excellence and a passion to succeed in a fast moving and

every-evolving environment where everyone is expected to be hands-on

WHAT DO YOU GET?

● 401k
● Health Insurance (PPO & HSA Options)
● Dental and Vision Insurance
● 15 days of PTO a year
● Free Parking
● Salary based on experience

ABOUT CORNETT

Named a 2021 Small Agency of the Year, Gold Southeast by Ad Age. Proudly small,
independent and female-owned.

We’re a collective of fun-loving, intelligent, imaginative, driven and sometimes rowdy
weirdos. Like any good Kentuckian, we’re genuine and hospitable. We don’t like big
egos. We’re open-minded. We play nice. We share. We’re fostering a culture centered
on inclusiveness, where all of our people can show up every day and be 100%
themselves and feel 100% comfortable, celebrated and respected for the perspective
they bring to CORNETT.
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Our goal is to be an agency where any brand can come to us, with any audience and
any challenge, and we’re able to deliver and connect culturally beyond their wildest
expectations.

ABOUT LEXINGTON

If you’ve been to Lexington, you love it. If you haven’t been, you will. A beautiful,
culturally rich place full of good people. For a mid-sized city, we have an oversized but
tight-knit creative community that permeates everything—food, art, bourbon, music,
industry. A little bit Southern, a little bit Midwest, making for a vibe that’s unique but the
best of everything.

We’re surrounded by rolling hills and gorgeous horse farms, with a thriving, bustling and
constantly evolving downtown. Within a short drive, you can see where the Bluegrass
kisses the Appalachian Mountains. You can chase waterfalls. You can hike into absolute
seclusion. And you can explore the Red River Gorge, one of the best-kept geological
wonders in America.

Not to mention, the cost-of-living makes you feel like you’re getting away with
something.

Like we said, there’s a lot to love about our big little city.

WHO IS IN CHARGE HERE?

Position reports to the designated Creative Director.

The position is located in Lexington, KY.

Please send resume and portfolio to Emmy Hartley at emmy@teamcornett.com

mailto:emmy@teamcornett.com

